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Research Article
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Integrated photonics has enabled much progress towards quantum technologies. Many applications, e.g., quantum
communication, sensing, and distributed cloud quantum computing, require coherent photonic interconnection
between separate on-chip subsystems. Large-scale quantum computing architectures and systems may ultimately
require quantum interconnects to enable scaling beyond the limits of a single wafer, and towards multi-chip
systems. However, coherently connecting separate chips remains a challenge, due to the fragility of entangled
quantum states. The distribution and manipulation of entanglement between multiple integrated devices is one of
the strictest requirements of these systems. Here, we report the first quantum photonic interconnect,
demonstrating high-fidelity entanglement distribution and manipulation between two separate photonic chips,
implemented using state-of-the-art silicon photonics. Path-entangled states are generated on one chip, and
distributed to another chip by interconverting between path and polarization degrees of freedom, via a twodimensional grating coupler on each chip. This path-to-polarization conversion allows entangled quantum states to
be coherently distributed. We use integrated state analyzers to confirm a Bell-type violation of S=2.638±0.039
between the two chips. With further improvements in loss, this quantum photonic interconnect will provide new
levels of flexibility in quantum systems and architectures. © 2014 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (270.0270) Quantum optics; (270.5565), (270.5585) Quantum information and processing; (130.0130) Integrated optics.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/optica.99.099999

1. Introduction
Further progress towards quantum communication [1, 2], sensing [3]
and computing [4, 5] will greatly benefit from a "quantum photonic
interconnect" (henceforth QPI): an inter-/intra-chip link—e.g. in optical
fiber or free-space—capable of coherently distributing quantum
information and entanglement between on-chip sub-systems within a
single complete quantum system. The significance of quantum
interconnectivity was first highlighted by Kimble [1]. Here we study a
chip-based interconnect solution, which will be essential in many future
applications and provide substantial architectural flexibility. Secure
quantum key distribution and quantum communications [6–8], and
distributed and even cloud quantum computing [9–11], for example,
will require interconnected on-chip subsystems in practice. Precise
quantum sensing will gain more flexibility and versatility from on-chip
generation and measurement of entanglement, with the interaction
with the sample occurring remotely, in a different medium or location
(e.g. chip, fiber, and free-space [12–14]). Quantum computing will
greatly benefit from this QPI through architectural simplifications [15–
17]; easier integration of materials, and platforms optimized for the
performance of source [18, 19], circuit [20–28], detector [29, 30], and
other on-chip devices [31, 32]; and the inclusion of off-chip devices,

such as optical delays and memories. Ultimately, large-scale integrated
quantum systems and devices may even exceed the area of a single
wafer or require interconnects for architectural reasons.
A QPI must coherently and robustly transmit a qubit state α|0⟩+β|1⟩
between subsystems [1], in which the relative phase information must
be maintained, as in classical coherent optical communication protocols
[33]. The quantum photonic interconnect must be capable of coherently
interconverting between the preferred encodings in the platforms and
media through which it connects [1, 34]. Perhaps, the most demanding
requirement for a quantum interconnect is the preservation of highfidelity qubit entanglement throughout manipulation, conversion, and
transmission processes within the full chip-based system. Pathencoding [20–25] in two waveguides is the most common and natural
choice for the encoding of qubits on-chip. However, encoding qubits in
two separate free-space or fiber links needs sub-wavepacket pathlength matching, and fast active phase stabilization. Polarization [6–10],
spatial-mode [35, 36], or time-bin [37] encoding is typical for off-chip
qubit transmission and distribution. For example, the state of
polarization is robust in free-space, and in optical fiber (birefringenceinduced fluctuation can be actively corrected on slow time scales [38]).
Already there have been demonstrations of many important features of
this quantum interconnect components, e.g. on-chip entanglement

Fig. 1. Quantum photonic
p
intercon
nnect and entang
glement distributtion between twoo integrated silico
on photonic chipss. (a) Chip-A comprises three
sstages, path-enta
angled states generation, arbitrary
y projective meassurement A(θAZ, θAY), and path–po
olarization intercconversion (PPC)). (b) Chip-B
iincludes projectiive measuremen
nt B(θBZ, θBY) and
d PPC stages. On the chip-A, sign
nal-idler photon-p
pairs are created
d in the spiraled
d waveguide
ssingle-photon source. Bell states |Φ⟩± are then pro
oduced when θSS is controlled to b
be π/2 or π. Idler qubit initially encoded in path aree coherently
g and transmitted
d through a 10 meter
m
single-mod
de optical fiber (SSMF), and reverssely converted baack to pathcoupled to polarrization-encoding
encoding on the chip-B. Signal qu
ubit is analyzed ussing A(θAZ, θAY) on
n chip-A and idleer qubit is analyzeed using B(θBZ, θBBY) on chip-B. Thee 2D grating
coupler, behavin
ng as the path–po
olarization converrter (PPC), is useed to coherently iinterconvert pho
otonic qubits betw
ween path-encod
ding on chip
aand polarization-encoding in fibe
er. Optical microsscopy images of, (c) the photon-p
pair source, (d) tthe arbitrary statte analyzer (inseet shows the
MMI splitter), and (e) the 2D gratiing coupler PPC structure.
s
geeneration and ma
anipulation [20–2
26, 39, 40], photon detection [29, 30],
3
intterfacing of differrent degrees of frreedom [41–43], and multi-chip lin
nks
[31, 32]. However, to date there hass been no demon
nstration of a full QPI
Q
syystem capable of distributing qubit entanglement across two or more
m
inttegrated quantum
m photonic devicces.
Here, we demonstrate a high-fid
delity QPI. Telecom-band entanggled
ph
hotons are gene
erated, manipula
ated and distrib
buted between two
t
inttegrated silicon photonic
p
chips linked by a singlee mode optical fib
ber.
Th
hese devices and
d chips were fabricated using staate-of-the-art siliccon
ph
hotonics to enab
ble and monolith
hically integrate all key capabilitties
required to demon
nstrate the quan
ntum interconneect. Maximally paathntangled qubit sttates are generatted and manipulaated on-chip. Th
hese
en
staates are distributted across two sillicon chips, by traansmitting one qu
ubit
fro
om one chip to th
he other via a fibe
er link. To preserv
ve coherence acrross
tw
wo chips, we used
d two-dimensiona
al grating couplerr devices [40, 41] to
intterconvert betwe
een path (on-chip
p) and polarizatio
on (in fiber) degrrees
off freedom. We de
emonstrate this process
p
with high
h fidelity. Each qu
ubit
is analyzed in its respective
r
chip using
u
thermal phase shifters to fo
orm
ed state analyzerrs. We implemen
nt a rigorous testt of
arrbitrary integrate
en
ntanglement—co
onfirming a stron
ng Bell-type ineequality violation
n of
16
6.4σ and 15.3σ. Together with further improveements in loss, this
t
ap
pproach will faciliitate new quantum technologies and
a applications that
t
rely on, or benefit from
f
QPIs.

2.. Experiment
A. Experimental setup
s
Ou
ur chip-to-chip QPI
Q system is sho
own schematicallly in Figs. 1(a) and
a
(b
b). This system generates path
h-entangled stattes on chip-A and
a
co
oherently distribu
utes one entangle
ed qubit to chip-B
B, via an optical fiber
lin
nk.
A filtered 50-mW
W continuous-wa
ave pump (λp=15
555.5 nm) is coup
pled
intto chip-A and sp
plit into two patths using a multtimode interference

coupler (MMI) with a ~5
50/50 splitting raatio [44] (Fig. 1(d
d)). Each path
is conneected to a photon
n-pair source. On
ne photon pair iss produced in
superpossition between th
hese two sourcess, which, after posst-selection on
measurin
ng a coincidencee, yields the photon-number en
ntangled state
i2θss
(|1s1i⟩|0s0i⟩ − e |0s0i⟩|1
1s1i⟩)/√2, where θss is the phase after the two
sources [22]. Each sourcee produces signall-idler photon pairs (λs=1550.7
nm, λi=1
1560.3 nm) via sspontaneous fou
ur-wave mixing (SFWM, [19])
inside a 20-mm-long sp
piraled waveguid
de (Fig. 1(c)). Siggnal and idler
photons are probabilistiically separated by two demulttiplexing MMI
couplerss, and post-selectted by two off-ch
hip spectral filterss (with a 25%
success p
probability; see SSupplement). Th
hese modes are tthen swapped
using a w
waveguide crosssing to yield a paath-entangled qu
ubit-basis Bell
state |Φ⟩⟩± = (|00⟩± |11⟩)//√2 (when θss eq
quals to (n + 1/2))π or nπ for an
integer nn, with the subscrripts referring to ssignal or idler ph
hotons).
The ssignal qubit is m
manipulated and measured on th
he same chip
(chip-A) by an single qub
bit measurementt stage A(θAZ, θAY). This consists
of a theermo-optically d
driven Mach-Zehnder interferom
meter with an
additiona
nal thermal phasse shifter (Fig. 1
1(d)). The path-eencoded idler
qubit is directed to an on-chip path-to--polarization con
nverter (PPC).
n more detail in
n the next sectio
on, coherently
This devvice, described in
interconv
nverts the qubit ffrom an on-chip
p path encoding to an in-fiber
polarizattion encoding. A
After transmission
n across the fibeer link, chip-B
reversess this process, con
nverting the polarrization-encoded
d qubit back to
on-chip path encoding, vvia a second PPC. There, it is m
measured by a
second ssingle qubit meaasurement stage B(θBZ, θBY) (Fig. 1(b)). In our
experim
ment, the QPI con
nsists of the fiberr link bracketed by these two
PPCs.
polarization in th
he fiber can driftt over time due to changes in
The p
environm
mental condition
ns (stress, vibratiions, temperaturee, etc). Due to
the relattively short lengtth of fiber used iin this experimen
nt (10 m), the
fiber linkk was used witho
out any control off its environmentt, other than to
fix it to our optical tab
ble. Longer linkss may need activve phase (i.e.
polarizattion) compensatiion and control [3
38].

F
Fig. 2. Interconversion of polariza
ation-encoding an
nd path-encoding
g.
(aa) Initial arbitrarry polarization-en
ncoded states α|H⟩+ β|V⟩ (|H⟩ and
|V
V⟩ are two orthog
gonally polarized
d states) were prepared by using a
seet of bulk optic polarizer
p
(P), half-wave plate (HW
WP), and quarterrw
wave plate (QWP)). A fiber-based polarization
p
contrroller was used to
t
co
ompensate polarrization rotation in the single mo
ode fiber. The PPC
in
nterconverted th
he polarization-e
encoded states in
nto on-chip path
hencoded states α|0⟩ + β|1⟩, where
e |0⟩ and |1⟩ deno
ote path states in
tw
wo waveguides. The
T path-encode
ed states were theen analyzed usin
ng
th
he integrated analyzer B(θBZ, θBY) to implement state
s
tomography
y.
T
The Bloch sphere
e representation of, (b) ideal polaarization-encoded
sttates |H⟩, |V⟩, |D⟩,, |A⟩, |R⟩, and |L⟩ in bulk optics (reed points), and (cc)
m
measured path-en
ncoded states |0⟩⟩, |1⟩, |+⟩, |−⟩, |+i⟩⟩, and |−i⟩ on chip
(b
blue points). The
e density matrix presentation of all these states is
i
p
provided in Suppllement. Indicated
d fidelity represen
nts the mean oveer
th
he six measured states. (d) Reconstructed processs matrix χ of th
he
P
PPC using the qua
antum process tom
mography.
After configurin
ng the measurem
ments on the two chips, photon paairs
weere detected by two fiber-couple
ed superconductiing nanowire sin
ngle
ph
hoton detectors (SNSPDs)
(
with ~50%
~
efficiency and ~800 Hz dark
d
co
ounts [45], after passing through
h relatively narro
ow 1.2-nm specttral
baand-pass filters. Finally,
F
photon coincident counts were
w recorded ussing
a ttime interval ana
alyzer. At the outp
put of chip-A, ~500 photon pairs per
seecond were measured, dropping to ~12 pairs per second after the
idller photon had additionally
a
trave
ersed the QPI and
d chip-B. Ultimattely,
siggnal and idler photons
p
had exp
perienced 18 dB
B and 34 dB to
otal
atttenuation, respecctively.
B. Path-polarization interconverssion
Th
he PPC converts the two orthogo
onal polarization
n modes of the fiber
intto the fundamen
ntal transverse-e
electric (TE) modes of two on-cchip
waaveguides. The stronger
s
confinem
ment of the TE mode
m
in our siliccon
waaveguide geom
metry (500nm×2
220nm) facilitattes more efficiient
no
onlinear optical photon-pair
p
sources [39], and a higher integrattion
deensity. Accordinglly, we designed th
he PPC to couple into the TE mode of
the silicon waveguiide.
Our PPC is imp
plemented using a 2D grating cou
upler (see Fig.1((e)),
essentially formed
d by superposing
g two 1D gratin
ng couplers at riight
an
ngles [40, 41]. In
n this way, the polarization
p
statee of the SMF fib
bertraansmitted photon
n is determined by
b the two-waveeguide on-chip sttate,
an
nd vice versa, acchieving path-po
olarization intercconversion. Furtther
deetails are provided in the Appendixx and Supplemen
nt.

Fig. 3. Entanglement frringes. (a) “λ”-classsical interferencce (cyan) and
“λ/2”-q
quantum interference (red) fringges measured on
n the chip-A.
Brightt light was measu
ured (normalized)) at port D1, and coincidences
were ccollected (accumu
ulated 20s) betw
ween ports D1 and
d D2. The θSS
was rootated to producce the fringes, wh
hen A(θAZ, θAY) w
was set as the
Hadam
mard gate. Photo
ons are bunched or anti-bunched
d when θSS is
nπ and
d (n+1/2)π. (b) and (c) Entangleement correlation fringes for
the Beell states |Φ⟩+ and
d |Φ⟩− after distrributed across th
he two chips.
Coincid
dences were colllected (accumulated 30s) betweeen ports D1
and D3
3. The θBY on chip
p-B was continuaally rotated (θBZ = 0) to obtain
the frin
nges, as A(θAZ, θAAY) on chip-A wass projected onto {|1⟩, |0⟩, |−⟩,
|+⟩} baasis by setting th
he θAY to {0, π/2
2, π, 3π/2} and θAZ to 0. The
indicatted visibility represents the meaan over all four fr
fringes. Error
bars ar
are given by Poisssonian statistics,, and accidental coincidences
are sub
btracted.
herent mapping, w
we prepared arb
bitrary brightTo veerify the PPC coh
light pollarization states using bulk optiical components and coupled
them intto the on-chip reeceiver (see Fig. 2(a)). The PPC allowed us to
convert the polarization
n states into patth-encoded statees, which we
analyzed
d on-chip perform
ming quantum state tomographyy [34, 46]. We
prepared
d a set of six polaarization states ρppol in bulk optics, aand measured
the correesponding on-chiip path states ρpaath; these states arre respectively
shown aas Bloch (or Poin
ncare) vectors in Figs. 2(b) and (cc). We provide
the full d
density matrix daata of these statess in the Supplemeent; these data
correspoond directly wiith the plotted Bloch vectors. The overlap
between
n the input statess and measured sstates can be desscribed by the
state fideelity, which is deefined as Fstate=(Tr[(ρpol1/2 ρpath ρppol1/2)1/2])2. We
find a meean state fidelity of the six states o
of 98.82±0.73%.
We allso fully quantify
fy the PPC proceess using a quan
ntum process
tomograaphy [34]. This ccan be mathemattically described
d by a process
matrix χ, defined by ρpath= ∑mn (Em ρpol En† χmn), where Ei arre the identity
I and Pau
uli matrices X, Y, and Z, respectivvely. By injecting the ρpol states
into the PPC and measurring the ρpath staates, we estimateed the process

maatrix χ of the PPC
C, shown in Fig. 2(d). We find a higgh process fidelity
y of
98
8.24±0.82%, defiined as Fprocess = Tr[χideal χ], wheere χideal is the id
deal
prrocess matrix witth unit (I, I) comp
ponent. X, Y, and Z amplitudes of the
maatrix χ representt the probabilitiess of a bit-flip or ph
hase-flip error in the
PP
PC interconversio
on. The process fiidelity is directly related
r
to the dev
vice
cro
oss-talk, which we estimate as 18dB (98.4%). PPC designs with
w
im
mproved cross-tallk (and loss) have
e been demonstraated [47, 48].
C. Entanglement correlation
c
fringges
Ou
ur first observattion of entanglem
ment distribution
n between the two
t
ch
hips took the forrm of nonlocal frringes. We configgured the chip-A
A to
prroduce entangled
d photons. These photons were collected at ports D1
an
nd D2 and routed
d to the detectors.. Through a contiinual scanning off θSS,
wee observed “λ” (classical)
(
and “λλ/2” (quantum) interference
i
frin
nges
wiith a high visibiliity (defined as V = 1−Nmin/Nmax) of
o 99.99±0.01% and
a
99
9.36±0.17%, resp
pectively (Fig. 3(a
a)). The high visiibility of this phaasedo
oubled fringe is a clear signature of the high-quallity photon-num
mber
en
ntanglement prod
duced inside the chip-A
c
[22,12]. Th
hese high visibilitties
arrise from well-ba
alanced MMI couplers [44] and frrom a good specttral
ovverlap between th
he two sources within
w
the narrow
w bandwidth of the
siggnal and idler filtters. The photon-number entangleed state evolves into
i
the path-entangled
d Bell states |Φ⟩+ or |Φ⟩−, depending on the settingg of
θSS (as described prreviously).
The entangled-q
qubits were then
n separated and distributed,
d
with the
siggnal qubit kept on
o chip-A and the
e idler sent via th
he QPI to chip-B. We
measured correlattion fringes acro
oss the two chip
ps by continuou
usly
vaarying θBY, and setting
s
θAY vario
ously at 0, π/2, π,
π and 3π/2, wh
hile
co
ollecting coinciden
nces between po
orts D1 and D3. Fiig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(c)
3
respectively show these fringes for the two Bell sttates |Φ⟩+ and |Φ
Φ⟩−.
Th
hese experimenta
al results are in good
g
agreement with the theorettical
model cos2[(θAY ±θ
θBY)/2] [49], with
h a small phase offset
o
due to dev
vice
caalibration. These fringes exhibit a mean visibility of
o 97.63±0.39% and
a
96
6.85±0.51%, resp
pectively, above
e the quantum threshold of 1//√2
(7
71%) required to violate the Bell in
nequality [50]. Th
hese data show that
t
en
ntanglement is prroduced on chip-A
A and faithfully trransferred to chip
p-B.
D.. Bell-CHSH mea
asurement
A strict test of th
he existence and
d level of entangglement distribu
uted
c
is the Bell-C
CHSH test (Clausser-Horne-Shimo
onybeetween the two chips
Ho
olt) [51, 52]. The CHSH inequality is defined as:
S = | ⟨A1, B1⟩ + ⟨A1, B2⟩ + ⟨A2, B1⟩ − ⟨A2, B2⟩ | ≤ 2

(1)

w
where Ai and Bi brriefly denote the projectors A(0, θAY) and B(0, θBY) on
tw
wo chips. Normallized correlation coefficients ⟨Ai, Bi⟩ were measured
wh
hen θAY on the ch
hip-A was chosen
n to be {0, π/2} an
nd θBY on the chip
p-B
waas simultaneously chosen to be {π/4, 3π/4}. Fu
ull data of ⟨Ai, Bi⟩ is
prrovided in Table 1. Substituting them
th into equatio
on (1), we obtain
ned
the directly measu
ured SCHSH values of 2.638±0.039 and
a 2.628±0.041 for
the two Bell statess |Φ⟩+ and |Φ⟩−, respectively.
r
Theese SCHSH parametters
vio
olate the Bell-CH
HSH inequality by
y 16.4 and 15.3 standard
s
deviatio
ons,
respectively, strong
gly confirming th
hat the two photo
ons after distributtion
arre highly entang
gled. Moreover, we also estim
mate the maximally
acchievable Sfringe va
alue of 2.761±0.0
011 and 2.739±0.015 for the |Φ⟩+ or
|Φ
Φ⟩− states, from the
t mean visibillity of the entangglement correlattion
friinges (Fig. 3(b) an
nd Fig. 3(c)) acco
ording to Sfringe = 2√2
2
× V [50]. Fig. 4
illu
ustrates the good
d agreement betw
ween SCHSH and Sfringe, confirming the
Table 1. Measu
ured Bell-CHSH correlation coefficcients.
(θAY, θBY)

|Φ⟩+ ⟨Ai, Bi⟩

|Φ⟩− ⟨Ai, Bi⟩

(0, π/4)
(0, 3π/4)
(π/2, π/4))
(π/2, 3π/4))

0.601
1±0.021
-0.692
2±0.018
0.692
2±0.019
0.654
4±0.020

0.673±0.021
-0.589±0.023
-0.652±0.020
-0.714±0.020

Fig. 4. Verification of cchip-to-chip entaanglement distriibution and
quantu
um photonic interrconnect. The tw
wo Bell entangled
d-states |Φ⟩±
were diistributed acrosss the two silicon cchips. The S param
meters were
obtaineed using two metthods. Green dottted columns are the directly
measurred SCHSH by substtituting correlatio
on coefficients (T
Table 1) into
Eq. (1).. Pink columns aare the maximall achievable Sfringge, estimated
from th
he mean visibilityy of correlation frringes in Fig.3. Th
he SCHSH and
Sfringe paarameters are in good agreementt. Black and blue d
dashed lines
denote the classical and
d quantum boun
ndary. These resu
ults confirm
the high
h level of entangllement after distrributed across th
he two chips,
and thee high quality of the quantum p
photonic interco
onnect. Each
coincid
dences measurem
ment was accum
mulated for 60ss. Accidental
coincid
dences are subtraacted, and error bars (±1 s. d.) aare given by
Poisson
nian statistics.
high-perrformance of the cchip-to-chip QPI..
Severa
ral possible exp
planations exist for the smalll discrepancy
between
n the Sfringe and SCHSH values. Firsstly, Sfringe strictlyy provides an
upper b
bound on SCHSH, w
which is saturatted only when tthe Bell-CHSH
measureement projectorss align with the sttate in question, and when the
detection
n efficiencies aare the same for all measurrements [53].
Miscalibrration of the meeasurement projjectors, or fluctu
uations in the
fibre-chiip coupling (see SSupplementary Fiig. S4) could both
h reduce SCHSH.

3. Concclusion
We have
ve now demonsttrated high-fidellity entanglemen
nt generation,
manipula
lation, interconveersion, distributiion, and measurrement across
two sepaarate integrated
d photonic devicees, achieving thee first chip-tochip quaantum photonicc interconnect. T
The use of path
h–polarization
interconv
nversion preserve
ves coherence accross the fully in
nterconnected
chip-fibeer-chip system.
Our syystem could be improved in sevveral ways. The eefficiency and
fidelity [[47, 48] of this in
nterconversion p
process can be im
mproved, and
other off
ff-chip encodingss (e.g. orbital anggular momentum
m [54, 55] or
time bin
n [56]) may furth
her enrich this qu
uantum intercon
nnectivity. The
spiral ph
hoton-pair sourcces used here rrequire no tunin
ng to achieve
spectral overlap, whereaas optical microriing resonators faacilitate higher
photon fflux, produce spectrally uncorrelaated photons [23, 57], and have
a smalleer footprint, butt require careful tuning. Finally, the coupling
fluctuatioons we observed
d could be avoid
ded by optically p
packaging the
chip, en
nabling a more robust and po
ortable chip-to-cchip quantum
system.
A robu
ust QPI will facilitate new applicaations of quantum
m technology.
This chip
p-to-chip quantu
um interconnectiivity could be ussed for shortdistance secret key shaaring between b
bank and user, for example.
Remote quantum sensin
ng could be maade possible byy this system,
allowingg the quantum metrology of rremote, possiblyy birefringent,
analytes.. Chip-to-chip iinterconnectivityy would bring architectural
flexibilityy to the design off linear optical qu
uantum computeers, potentially
allowingg quantum com
mputation to be distributed oveer chip-based
subsysteems. In addition, tthe use of silicon
n technology allow
ws large-scale
integratiion [28, 58, 59] and compatibiliity with microelectronics and
telecomm
munications in
nfrastructure [6
60], and offerss ability to
monolith
hically integrate photon sources [19, 23], circuitss [22, 28], and
detectorrs [29, 30]. Our w
work opens the door to multi-ch
hip integrated

quantum photonic systems, capable of robustly distributing and
transmitting quantum information among chips.
Appendix A: Devices design and fabrication.
Chip-A and chip-B respectively have a device footprint of 1.2×0.5 mm2
and 0.3×0.05 mm2. These devices were fabricated on the standard
silicon-on-insulator wafer with a 220 nm silicon layer and a 2 μm buried
silica oxide layer. The MMI couplers were designed as 2.8 μm × 27 μm
to get a nearly balanced splitting ratio (Fig.1(d)). MMIs can offer a large
bandwidth and large fabrication tolerance. We used the same MMIs
design as Ref [22] and we both observed high-visibility classical and
quantum interference, reflecting its excellent reproducibility. Spiraled
waveguide sources with a 2 cm length were used to create photonpairs. The 1D grating couplers consist of a periodic 315 nm silicon layer
with a 630 nm pitch. The 2D grating couplers include 10 μm × 10 μm
hole arrays with a 390 nm diameter and 605 nm pitch. Resistive heaters
with a 50 μm length were designed and formed by a Ti/TiN metal layer.
The devices were fabricated using the deep-UV (193 nm) lithography at
LETI-ePIXfab. Silicon waveguides were 220 nm fully etched, while
grating couplers were 70 nm shallow etched. The devices were covered
by a 1.6 μm silica oxide layer.
Appendix B: Devices characterizations.
Optical accesses and electric accesses were independently controlled on
two chips (Supplementary Fig. S1). Optical access was achieved using Vgroove single modes fiber arrays with a 127 μm pitch. Fibers were titled
with an angle of φ= 10~12 degrees to guarantee grating couplers work
at the required wavelengths (Fig1). The waveguide crosser had a crosstalk of about -40 dB. The extinction ratio of the MZI structures was
measured to be more than 30 dB, corresponding to MMIs with a
50%±1% reflectivity. The polarization extinction ratio of 1D and 2D
grating couplers was measured to be larger than 20 dB and 18 dB,
respectively. Excess loss of 1D and 2D grating couplers were about -4.8
dB and -7.6 dB at peak wavelengths, respectively (see Supplementary
Fig.S2). We made estimation of losses from different contributors in the
full system: -6 dB from off-chip filters, -6 dB from SSNPDs, -9.5 dB from
1D grating couplers, -15.2 dB from 2D grating couplers, -6 dB from
demultiplexing MMIs, and -8 dB from MMIs loss and propagation loss in
waveguide. Totally, signal and idler photons respectively experienced 18 dB and -34 dB attenuation. We tested several copies of the devices
and they all exhibited similar performance.
All thermal-driven phase shifters were controlled using homemade
electronic controllers. Wire bounding technology was used to contact
heaters’ transmission lines. Optical power was recorded as a function of
electric power added on heaters. The optical―electric power contour
was fitted and used to construct the mapping between the required
states and electric power. Supplementary Fig.S3 shows the calibration
results of chip-A’s and chip-B’s state analyzers. To avoid the influence of
temperature variation, both two chips were mounted on temperaturestabilized stages. The pump light propagates collinearly with single
photons, and we use this bright light to perform fiber realignment using
piezo-electronic stacks, and to monitor that photon states are stable in
time throughout the full system. Supplementary Fig.S4 shows the
stability of the chip-to-chip system, which indicates path-encoded states
on the two chips and polarization-encoded states in the fiber are both
stable in time.
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